THE LIGHT

ODULATOR
Light is
electromagne1c
radia1on

Radio waves, microwaves, visible light and x-rays are all part of the electromagneCc spectrum
and therefore demonstrate wave and parCcle properCes. Any electromagneCc wave can be
'modulated' to carry 'informaCon'. Of these, radio waves are the best known for their
informaCon carrying abiliCes. In this project we will prove that visible light can do the same.
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Modulation is the changing of the amplitude or frequency of a wave in synchronization with
the variations of a second signal.

The carrier wave carries the informaCon superimposed on it by the informaCon wave. Its
waveform undergoes a
change so it gets
“modulated” with the
Sound Signal
informaCon signal.
The Light Modulator uses
a sound signal as an
Carrier Signal
informaCon source and
visible light as the carrier
wave. The sound signal
can be from a microphone
or any audio output; in our
Modulated Signal
case, the audio from a
phone or radio.
Time
The variable electrical
sound signal is fed into the
light (carrier) signal, and the intensity (or amplitude) of the light beam changes so its reﬂects
the informaCon from the sound signal. These ﬂashlight changes are minute but are detected
by the solar panel which in turn mirrors its output to the same paOern.
The sound signal is virtually riding on the back of the carrier beam and goes wherever the
carrier beam goes! As the amplitude of the carrier beam gets modulated, we name it
Amplitude ModulaCon (AM). The AM and FM (frequency modulaCon) indicators on radios
are indicaCve of the type of wave modulaCon that is received by the radio.
Amplitude

What is Amplitude
Modula1on?

The use of audio-modulated light beams for
communicaCon pre-dates the ﬁrst radio telephone
experiments by almost 25 years. On 19th February
1880, Alexander Graham Bell and Sumner Tainter, his
laboratory assistant, became the ﬁrst people to
transmit their voices over a light beam. They used a
vibraCng mirror system to superimpose sound onto
reﬂected beams of sunlight. Bell named his invenCon
the "photo phone" and said it was fundamentally a
greater invenCon than the telephone.

The ﬁrst
Photo Phone
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DemonstraCons
Demo 1
Transmit sound
on a light beam

Transmi?er

Connect the ﬂashlight’s 3.5mm jack plug to the earphone socket of a sound source. This
can be a mobile phone, radio, iPod, MP3 player, etc. [Remove your mobile phone cover to
ensure a good connecCon. Note that older radios may have a mono output that is not
compaCble with the stereo jack plug].

Receiver

The receiver components are the solar panel, the boxed pre-amp circuit
powered by 2 x AA baOeries and an ampliﬁed speaker powered by a
rechargeable lithium baOery.
Stand the receiver upright as in this image.
See the separate “Powering ON / OFF instrucCons” to acCvate the
receiver. You need to acCvate two switches.

Ac1on!

• Dim or turn the room lights oﬀ. The interference with the
demonstraCon depends on how the lights are powered.
• Turn the sound source on and the volume up. Shine the ﬂashlight beam
onto the solar panel. Block the beam with your hand. Prepare to be
amazed!

Demo 2
AC vs DC

Demo 3
Light Listener
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Not that long ago most classrooms had ﬂuorescent tubes that were powered by an AC
source (alternaCng current). Your classroom may sCll have these AC powered lights. This
can easily be detected by simply poinCng the solar panel at a light source and “listening” to
the sound output. A humming sound indicates an AC source. This is a 100Hz (120Hz in USA)
frequency hum due to the power supply cycle frequency of 50Hz (60Hz in USA).
Why is it double the supply frequency? The lights are being
switched on and oﬀ twice per cycle and therefore the
doubling in frequency.
Nowadays many classrooms have DC energy eﬃcient LED
lights installed. If you have these ﬁ>ed in your classroom then
you will not hear the AC humming sound. Only a short pulse
when the lights are switched on. You may have to use a mains powered desk lamp to get the
hum. Demonstrate the output of a DC source by shining the ﬂashlight beam onto the panel
(no sound source connected). It should be quiet. Cut the beam with your ﬁngers to get a
clicking-switching sound. A laser pointer will produce the same outcome.
InteresCngly, this may be the ﬁrst Cme many people hear the ﬁngerprint switching sound of
alternaCng (AC) and direct current (DC). Of course, many know the rock band, AC/DC.
Most electronic screens and monitors are refreshed at a high rate. InvesCgate the invisible
frequency by walking around the school / house and poinCng the modulator solar panel at
diﬀerent types of screens, eg. a computer monitor, cell phone screen, TV screen. You will
hear a wide range of frequencies. Also try the remote controls of the TV and any novelty
light-up source, such as the bulb shaped LED light included.
At night, point the solar panel at the following light sources:
- various neon signs & display lighCng (Can you disCnguish between DC
and AC powered signs? The AC signs will have the characterisCc
humming sound)
- cars’ headlights, various street lamps powered by solar (DC) and AC
- sunlight ﬁltering through moving leaves
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Demo 4
Sun beam
transmiOer
(photo phone)
Required:
- cardboard tube
- elasCc ﬁlm
- mirror (included)
- double sided
tape

Demo 5
An increase in
volume causes an
increase in kineCc
energy

Use a short postal tube or Pringles™ tube with one end covered with an elasCc ﬁlm and a
mirror aOached with double sided tape.
On a sunny day, posiCon the mirror so that the sun is reﬂected oﬀ the surface onto the
modulator solar panel placed in the shade (or inside a box with one end open). Start by
tapping the ﬁlm with your ﬁnger. Then speak into the tube and hear the ampliﬁcaCon of
your voice. If indoors, use the ﬂashlight as the light source.
What’s happening? When you talk
into the tube the sound pressure
waves travel down the tube causing
the ﬁlm to vibrate. The light hitng the
mirror would normally reﬂect oﬀ at
one angle but now because of the
vibraCons, the light is scaOered at
various angles. This will vary the light
intensity reaching the solar panel, so
the voice vibraCons are converted to
an electrical equivalent!

Most students are familiar with the vibraCons produced by the open cone of
a speaker. For this demo you will need to posiCon the modulator
receiver so the speaker faces up.
See image.
Add a number of the small beads supplied to the speaker cone
and cover with the acrylic boOle. Turn the system on, play
a song at low volume and gradually increase the volume.
(This can be done by simply moving the ﬂashlight closer
to the solar panel). Note how the beads’ random
movement increase with an increase in sound energy.
Demo 5 & 6

Demo 6
Model the kineCc
molecular theory

Use the same set-up as in demo 5. Explain to the students that you will use sound energy to
model heat energy to visualise a change in state, eg the melCng of ice or the evaporaCon of
water. AcCvate the included RGB strobe ring and gradually bring it closer to the solar panel.
(The ball contains a red, green & blue LED that ﬂickers at a fast rate). You should hear an
increasing humming sound. Point out that the increasing kineCc energy of the speaker is
transferred to the parCcles which is equivalent to heat transferred from a hot plate. The
higher the kineCc energy (heat), the faster the molecules move and some of the
“molecules” may even gain suﬃcient energy to escape the liquid and enter the gas phase.

PosiCon the speaker so it faces up. Place the
included round mirror on the speaker cone.
Do not sCck the mirror to the speaker. Clamp
the laser pointer in a retort stand so the
beam stays on and is stable with no vibraCon.
Reﬂect the laser beam oﬀ the mirror onto the
ceiling or a white board. Safety: Ensure that
the beam is reﬂected away from people.
AcCvate the modulator and select a song with
a lively beat. Darken the room, turn up the
audio input volume and hold the ﬂashlight
close to enjoy the modulated laser show.

Demo 7
A DIY laser show
Required:
- laser pointer
- mirror
(included)
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Demo 8
Demonstrate the
Inverse Square
Law with sound

The Inverse Square Law states that the intensity
of light decreases as the inverse square of
distance (1/r2)
This means that the light intensity at 1m from the source
will decrease to ¼ at 2m and 1/9 at 3m from the source.
Can you prove this in a qualitaOve way with the modulator? It is
important that the students realise that the sound volume is
proporConal to the amount of light that strikes the solar panel.
AcCvate the modulator and play a song. Start with the ﬂashlight 1m
from the solar panel and move back 1m and then another 1m while
observing the volume changes (which is proporConal to intensity). Note: The LEDs in the
ﬂashlight are not perfect “point sources” so they do not produce a perfect spaOal extension.

Demo 9
Demonstrate how
modern
communicaCon
networks
funcCon
Required:
ﬁbre opCc bundle

Demo 10
Persistence of
Vision
Required:
Semi-darkened
room
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For this demonstraCon you will need a cheap ﬁbre opCc
bundle from a gix shop. These are oxen available as part
of a table light display with a colour changing LED base.
AcCvate the modulator and project the light beam into the
ﬁbre opCc bundle. Bend the ﬁbre opCc bundle to
demonstrate internal reﬂecCon and point at the solar
panel. Modern communicaCon systems use modulated
signals carried by light beams in clear ﬁbre opCc cables.
This forms the basis of the new LiFi technology and the
NBN (NaConal Broadband Network in Australia).

Most humans can detect sound frequencies ranging from 20 to 20kHz. That is, pulses per
second. In comparison, the human eye can detect individual images up to around 23 frames
per second and above that the images get merged into a “moving image”. In demo 2 we
noCced that humans do not recognise the fast ﬂickering rates of standard AC lights
(~100Hz). However, once the modulator receiver made the ﬂickering rate audible, the
audience could hear it.
Why don’t we observe the ﬂickering? This is due to the slow update rate of the eye/brain
system, known as Persistence of Vision. The brain can only interpret single images that stay
on the reCna for at least 42 milli-seconds. That is an update rate of around 23 per second
(23Hz).
You may use any novelty light that uses fast ﬂickering LEDs. A few useful ones are the
strobing RGB ring (included), a rotaCng fan with LEDs and the light writer fan. See images
below. AcCvate the modulator receiver & dim the lights.
1. Ring: Hold the fast ﬂickering ring in front of the solar panel to hear the quick switching of
the LEDs. Then move the strobing ring in circles so the images gets spread out on the reCna.
Now you can clearly see the ﬂickering red, green & blue LEDs.
2. Fan: Hold the lit up fan’s blade staConary in front of the solar panel to hear the fast
switching LEDs. Then let the blade freely rotate to see the ‘merged’ persistence of vision
eﬀect. This is exactly what happens when you watch TV, look at your phone or visit the
cinema.
The energy conversions can create interesOng classroom discussions. Ask students to trace
these conversions, starCng with the baOery. Can they name ﬁve conversions?
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